
Fuel Tank 
Extreme

Practical and transport-
friendly fuel tank
With its smart design, our Fueltank Extreme makes it 
easy and safe to transport diesel. It is ergonomic, easy 
to use and protected against theft. It is a practical and 
portable fuel tank suitable for all types of workplaces 
where diesel is handled.
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Certifications & approvals 
• The product is approved and certified as IBC container 

(Intermediate Bulk Container) in accordance with the 
following regulations and recommendations: 

UN  (UN’s recommendations for transport of diesel etc.)

ADR (European regulations for international road transport of diesel etc.)

RID (international regulations for rail transport of diesel etc.)

IMDG (code for international maritime transport of diesel etc.)

PEFC (PEFC is a system for sustainable forestry certification) 

 About MPP 
MPP is a family-owned company in Fjärås in Western Sweden, and has been operating in the Scandinavian market since 2004

We manufacture approved mobile diesel tanks, fuel stations and stationary fuel tanks that are developed for the Nordic climate. 
We mainly work with companies involved in rental, construction, haulage, forestry and agriculture which, like us, have high standards in terms of 

quality, safety and the environment . 
MPP is a committed partner whose products – from mobile fuel tanks to complete fuel stations – are safe and easy to use.

Our brand promise is: Fuel management in a safe and convenient way



Standardutrustning

Approved for transport of two 
stacked (filled) tanks or other 
goods with up to the same 
gross weight as the tank.

Sturdy 3-point closing 
mechanism with the 
possibility of a good large 
padlock, incl. hidden hinge 
closure under the lid.

Forklift tunnels from all 
directions.

Inward-bent tank sides 
plus protruding forklift 
tunnels.

Four stackable lifting eyes 
which are approved for twice
the gross weight of the tank. 
Protective frame around all.

One 1-inch flange-mounted 
suction connection with 
ball valve, one ½-inch 
flange-mounted suction 
connection with ball valve,

V-shaped tank roof with two
cross ways steel beams.

Stacking measures are 
the same compared to 
previous model. Approval 
for stacking of three empty 
tanks.

Hose lead-throughs 
“plugged”.

Concealed hinges for tank 
lid.

Environmental approved, double walled tank 
with a 110% spill containment to comply with 
the requirements of NFS 2017: 5 regulation and 
MSBFS 2018: 3 regulations.

110%

Double Walled

The fuels are filled in the pump cabinet, which is 
equipped with a spill containment that prevents 
pumps, connections, and other accessories from 
causing spill. In the event of overfilling, the fuel 
flows to the spill containment.

Spilluppsamling

Tankspecifikationer
2-02-0828 2-02-0840 2-02-0860

936

TTEXT100

1907

TTEXT200

2776

TTEXT300

1300 2330 2330

1180 1180 1600

1330 1330 1330

735

Fuel Tank 
1000 L

Fuel Tank 
2000 L

Fuel Tank 
3000 L

1140 1388

* Estimated volume. ** Dimensions are + -10 mm. 
*** Estimated weight excluding extra equipment such as pump.

Art.nr:

Filling volume, 94%:

Code:

Length: (mm) **:

Width: (mm) **:

Height: (mm) **:

Net Weight: ***:

Description:

Light grey, RAL 7035

Dark grey, RAL 7037

110 % Environment 
Enclosed

STANDARD COLOUR:
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MPP Sverige AB Fjärås Industriväg 17
439 74 Fjärås, Sverige
+46 300-521 930
www.mpp.se

Do not hesitate to contact us! 
We will be happy to assist you with any 
questions you may have.


